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Abstract

This research paper investigates the intriguing relationship between arson incidents in the state of Maine, 
USA and kerosene consumption in Turkiye. We delve into this fiery topic by analyzing data obtained from 
the FBI's Criminal Justice Information Services and the Energy Information Administration, covering the 
time period from 1985 to 2022. Our findings reveal a remarkably strong correlation between these 
seemingly unconnected phenomena, with a correlation coefficient of 0.8874497 and a significance level of
p < 0.01. As we set out to explore this hot topic, we couldn't help but notice the sparks of curiosity igniting 
within us. With this conflagration of data at our fingertips, we ventured to shed light on this incendiary 
relationship. It's not every day that one gets to grapple with the burning question of how arson in Maine 
and kerosene usage in Turkiye might be intertwined. We navigated through the murky waters of statistical
analysis, aiming to blaze a trail through the complexities of these disparate variables. Our findings left us 
all in a heated discussion, as we pondered the implications of this unexpected connection. While skeptics 
might dismiss our discoveries as mere statistical smoke and mirrors, our robust analysis kindled a new 
understanding of the intricate web of correlations. In conclusion, our research brings a new spark of 
insight into the world of fire-related phenomena. The flames of curiosity have been stoked, and the 
smoldering embers of discourse have been fanned. Who knew that the link between arson in Maine and 
kerosene consumption in Turkiye could be so hotly debated?
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The  study  of  the  relationship  between
seemingly  unrelated  phenomena  has  long
been  a  subject  of  fascination  for
researchers  and  laypeople  alike.  In  the
realm of arson incidents in Maine, USA, and
kerosene  consumption  in  Turkiye,  this
curiosity is particularly piqued. As the saying
goes,  "Where  there's  smoke,  there's  fire."
And  in  this  case,  it  seems  there  may  be
more to the correlation than meets the eye.

We  approach  this  investigation  with  a
burning desire to uncover the intricacies of
this  unexpected  connection.  It's  not  often
that one delves into the world of arson and
kerosene usage and comes out unscathed,
but  we are prepared to  brave the flames,
armed  with  an  arsenal  of  statistical  tools
and a steadfast commitment to uncovering
the truth.

The sparks of curiosity that initially ignited
this study have propelled us into uncharted
territory,  where  the  heat  of  investigation
knows no bounds. Our aim is to shed light
on  the  smoldering  link  between  these
disparate variables and illuminate the path
toward  a  greater  understanding  of  their
interplay.  As  we  embark  on  this  fiery
journey,  we are  mindful  of  the old  adage:
"Fight fire with statistics."

Drawing  on  data  spanning  nearly  four
decades, we set out to blaze a trail through
the complexities of the relationship between
arson in Maine and kerosene consumption
in Turkiye. Our findings promise to ignite a
new  conversation  about  the  correlation,
challenging  conventional  wisdom  and
kindling a renewed interest in the potential
connections lying beneath the surface.

In the course of our investigation, we have
encountered  challenges  that  were,  quite
literally,  of  a combustible nature. However,
our unwavering dedication to unraveling the
mystery  has  led  us  to  the  doorstep  of  a
discovery that  has the potential  to  set  the
field  ablaze  with  discussion.  Our  findings
are  sure  to  spark  debate  and  stoke  the

flames of curiosity among researchers and
enthusiasts alike.

As we set the stage for the unveiling of our
research  findings,  it's  worth  remembering
the  timeless  wisdom  of  fire  safety:  "Don't
play  with  matches."  But  in  the  realm  of
academic inquiry,  perhaps it's  time to play
with fire and see where the sparks may lead
us.

2. Literature Review

In "Smith et al.," the authors find a positive
correlation between arson incidents in urban
areas  and  the  availability  of  flammable
materials, such as kerosene. This insightful
study  sheds  light  on  the  potential  link
between  arson  and  the  presence  of
accelerants, offering a spark of curiosity for
further investigation.

Speaking of accelerants, did you hear about
the guy who was arrested for starting a fire
using  kerosene  in  Turkey?  He  claims  he
was  just  trying  to  make  a  quick  buck.  It
seems  he  wanted  to  turn  the  Turkish
economy into a burning sensation!

Jones  and  Doe  examine  the  impact  of
environmental factors on the prevalence of
arson.  Their  findings  suggest  a  potential
connection between kerosene consumption
and arson rates, particularly in regions with
colder  climates.  This  research  ignites  a
flame  of  interest  in  understanding  how
external  conditions  may  influence  fire-
related incidents.

These studies are not the only ones fanning
the flames of  curiosity on this topic.  Many
real-life and fictional works also touch upon
the  relationship  between  arson  and
flammable  materials.  In  "Fire  Science:  A
Comprehensive  Guide,"  the  authors  delve
into the chemistry and behavior of various
accelerants,  including kerosene,  offering  a
blazing hot exploration of their potential role
in arson incidents.
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On the  lighter  side  (pun  intended),  fiction
also  has  its  fair  share  of  fiery  tales.  In
"Firestarter"  by  Stephen  King,  the
protagonist  possesses  pyrokinetic  abilities,
adding fuel to the age-old debate of nature
versus  nurture  in  fire-related  phenomena.
This  novel  certainly  sets  the literary world
ablaze with its fiery narrative.

And  let's  not  forget  the  animated  world,
where  fire  and  kerosene  have  made
noteworthy  appearances.  In  the  beloved
children's show "SpongeBob SquarePants,"
the character  SpongeBob once took  up  a
job as a fry cook, a role that often involved
the  use  of  flammable  cooking  materials.
Who  knew  that  a  cartoon  sponge  could
kindle a fire-related debate?

Meanwhile, the educational animated series
"Bill  Nye  the  Science  Guy"  provides  an
enlightening  exploration  of  the  science
behind combustion, highlighting the role of
accelerants like kerosene in fueling fires. Bill
Nye  always  did  know  how  to  spark  an
interest in scientific concepts.

As  we navigate  through  this  literature,  it's
clear that the connection between arson in
Maine and kerosene consumption in Turkiye
is a topic that continues to ignite fascination
and dialogue across various contexts. The
intersection  of  real-world  data,  literary
works,  and  popular  media  reveals  a
multifaceted  exploration  of  this  flammable
link, leaving no tinder unturned in our quest
for understanding.

3. Our approach & methods

To embark on our scorching journey into the
realm  of  arson  in  Maine  and  kerosene
consumption  in  Turkiye,  we  employed  a
multifaceted approach that involved a fusion
of  statistical  analyses  and  data  mining
techniques. Gather round, as we walk you
through this methodological inferno!

First,  we  harnessed  the  power  of  the
internet – the ultimate hotspot of information

– to gather data on arson incidents in Maine
and kerosene consumption in Turkiye. Our
primary sources included the FBI's Criminal
Justice Information Services for arson data
and  the  Energy  Information  Administration
for  kerosene  consumption  data.  We
meticulously  sifted  through  a  plethora  of
online archives, igniting our passion for data
collection  and  stoking  the  flames  of
curiosity.

Before delving into the statistical  analysis,
we  took  a  deep  dive  into  the  historical
context  of  arson  and  kerosene  usage,
seeking  to  understand  the  socioeconomic
and  environmental  factors  that  might
contribute to the observed correlation.  We
engaged in  some fiery  debates  within  our
research  team,  pondering  the  implications
of our preliminary findings and battling the
urge to make "hot takes" on the matter.

Now,  here's  where  the  heat  turned  up  a
notch.  To  establish  the  degree  of
association  between  arson  in  Maine  and
kerosene  consumption  in  Turkiye,  we
employed  a  robust  statistical  method  that
would withstand the searing scrutiny of peer
review. Our approach incorporated a time-
series  analysis  to  capture  the  dynamic
nature  of  the  data,  fanning  the  flames  of
analytical rigor. We must admit, this part of
our  methodology  was  like  handling  a
statistical  flamethrower  –  we  had  to  be
cautious  not  to  get  burned  by  faulty
assumptions or spurious correlations.

In an effort to avoid getting our fingers burnt
by biased interpretations, we calculated the
correlation  coefficient  between  arson
incidents  in  Maine  and  kerosene
consumption in Turkiye. Lo and behold, the
coefficient was so staggering that it almost
set  our  statistical  software  ablaze!  Our
findings  revealed  a  positively  sizzling
correlation coefficient of 0.8874497, with a
significance level of p < 0.01. This statistical
bonfire  of  a  result  left  us  in  awe,  as  we
contemplated the incendiary implications of
this unexpected relationship.
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To add another  layer  of  complexity  to  our
methodological  cauldron,  we  performed  a
regression  analysis  to  model  the
relationship  between  arson  in  Maine  and
kerosene  consumption  in  Turkiye.  This
allowed us to quantify the extent  to which
changes  in  one  variable  could  predict
changes  in  the  other,  heating  up  our
understanding  of  the  underlying
mechanisms  at  play.  It  was  akin  to
conducting a statistical  tango – we had to
lead the variables with finesse and interpret
the dance of coefficients with precision.

As we emerged from the statistical crucible,
we  were  armed  with  a  comprehensive
understanding  of  the  connection  between
arson in Maine and kerosene consumption
in  Turkiye.  Our  methodology,  much  like  a
well-tended bonfire,  was designed to shed
light  on  this  fiery  paradox  and  offer  a
beacon  of  statistical  clarity  amidst  the
darkness of uncertainty.

To conclude this section, we leave you with
a statistician's  favorite dad joke:  Why was
the statistician unimpressed with the pun?
Because it was 'mean' and 'median' at best!

4. Results

The data analysis revealed an astonishing
correlation coefficient of 0.8874497 between
arson  incidents  in  Maine,  USA  and
kerosene consumption in  Turkiye  over  the
time period from 1985 to 2022. This strong
positive correlation indicates that  as arson
incidents  in  Maine  increased,  kerosene
consumption  in  Turkiye  also  showed  a
marked  rise.  The  r-squared  value  of
0.7875670  further  emphasizes  the  high
degree  of  relationship  between  these  two
seemingly disparate variables.

Fig. 1 presents a scatterplot illustrating the
robust  correlation between arson incidents
in  Maine  and  kerosene  consumption  in
Turkiye.  The  data  points  form  a  clear

upward  trend,  visually  capturing  the  fiery
association between these two phenomena.

As we delved into the analysis, we couldn't
help but appreciate the irony of uncovering
a scorching connection between arson and
kerosene.  It  seems  that  in  the  world  of
statistical  correlations,  sometimes  the
findings can be quite "hot" indeed.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Our  deep  dive  into  the  data  not  only
revealed a  compelling  correlation  but  also
sparked  a  newfound  appreciation  for  the
unexpected relationships that can emerge in
the  realm  of  empirical  research.  The
significance  level  of  p  <  0.01  further
solidified  the  statistical  validity  of  our
findings,  leaving  little  doubt  about  the
meaningful  association  between  arson
incidents  in  Maine  and  kerosene
consumption in Turkiye.

In  the  words  of  renowned  firefighter  and
statistician, "When there's smoke, there's a
p-value."  While  the  initial  combination  of
arson and kerosene consumption may strike
one as odd, our analysis has illuminated the
underlying  pattern,  setting  the  stage  for
further exploration of this heated correlation.

In conclusion, our research not only sheds
light on the fiery relationship between arson
in  Maine  and  kerosene  consumption  in
Turkiye but also serves as a reminder that
in the world of statistical analysis, one must
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always  be  prepared  for  unexpected  flare-
ups of correlation.

5. Discussion

The scorching correlation uncovered in our
study between arson incidents in Maine and
kerosene  consumption  in  Turkiye  sets  the
stage for a fiery discussion. Our findings not
only  aligned  with  prior  research  but  also
added glowing embers of  evidence to this
flammable connection.

The data presented a compelling narrative,
akin  to  a  suspenseful  thriller  with
unexpected  twists  and  turns.  As  we
pondered  the  implications  of  this
unexpected correlation, it became clear that
statistical  analysis  can  indeed  unearth
surprising revelations. It's as if  a statistical
inferno  had  ignited  within  the  empirical
world,  illuminating  the  hitherto  obscured
relationship  between  arson  and  kerosene
consumption.

Our results echo the findings of Smith et al.,
who highlighted the potential  link between
arson and the availability of accelerants. In
a  similar  vein,  our  study  provides  an
incandescent  confirmation  of  this
connection,  reinforcing  the  notion  that  the
presence  of  flammable  materials  such  as
kerosene may indeed fuel arson incidents.
It's almost as if the secret ingredient in this
statistical recipe for correlation was a dash
of kerosene, serving to stoke the flames of
association.

It's worth noting the humorous coincidence
that while our research delves into the fiery
connection  between  arson  and  kerosene,
the sparks of interest have also been ignited
in  popular  media  and  literature.  This
amusing alignment of our serious empirical
study  with  more  lighthearted  narrative
explorations  serves  as  a  reminder  that
unexpected  links  are  not  just  confined  to
statistical analyses but can also be found in
the most unlikely of places.

As  we  navigate  through  this  heated
discussion, it's essential to acknowledge the
limitations of  our  study.  While  our  findings
illuminate a compelling correlation, they do
not provide causative evidence. That being
said,  the  sweltering  strength  of  the
correlation  coefficient  does  hint  at  a
substantial  relationship  between  arson  in
Maine  and  kerosene  consumption  in
Turkiye.  Perhaps  we  have  stumbled  upon
the statistical equivalent of a perfect flame,
where  the  variables  burn  brightly  in
harmony.

In closing,  our  research contributes to the
longstanding  discourse  surrounding  arson
and  flammable  materials,  offering  a
statistical  flame that  burns brightly  amid a
sea of  empirical  data.  The coalescence of
empirical  evidence  and  occasional
witticisms serves to remind us that even in
the  world  of  academic  research,  the
occasional spark of humor can brighten the
darkest of statistical corridors.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has uncovered
a  scorching  connection  between  arson
incidents  in  Maine  and  kerosene
consumption  in  Turkiye.  The  remarkably
strong  correlation  coefficient  of  0.8874497
and a significance level  of  p < 0.01 leave
little  doubt  about  the  fiery  relationship
between  these  seemingly  disparate
phenomena.  It  seems  that  where  there's
arson smoke in Maine, there's a kerosene
fire in Turkiye!

Our  findings  have  kindled  a  new
understanding  of  the  intricate  web  of
correlations,  igniting  a  blaze  of  curiosity
within  the  research  community.  As  we
embark  on  this  fiery  journey  of  discovery,
we are reminded of  the words of  wisdom:
"Don't  burn  your  bridges,  unless  you're
conducting  a  controlled  statistical
experiment."
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This  research  not  only  illuminates  the
unexpected  spark  between  arson  and
kerosene but  also  adds fuel  to  the  fire  of
empirical  inquiry.  Our  scatterplot  visually
captures  the  blazing  association  between
these two phenomena, leaving little room for
doubt about the heat of their relationship.

In  the  vein  of  statistical  analysis,  our
findings  serve  as  a  reminder  that  in  the
world  of  research,  one  must  always  be
prepared  for  unexpected  flare-ups  of
correlation.  It's  clear  that  in  the  realm  of
empirical  inquiry,  sometimes  the  findings
can be quite "hot" indeed – just like a well-
timed dad joke.

In light of these scorching revelations, it  is
evident that no further research is needed in
this area. Our findings not only set the field
ablaze  with  discussion  but  also  provide  a
solid  foundation  for  future  explorations  of
unexpected  correlations.  Further
investigation  into  this  flaming  connection
would just  be adding unnecessary heat  to
an already fiery topic.
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